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HAT COMPLIANCE MANUAL – OCTOBER 2020 
 

We have today published an updated Compliance Manual. The new Manual reflects the 

revised CCAB Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Guidance for the 

Accountancy Sector, released in September (“CCAB Guidance”) and various changes to audit 

requirements, including those of the FRC Revised Ethical Standard 2019.  

It is important that firms review the changes made, tailor the Manual as appropriate and then 

adopt the changes within their internal procedures. The Manual is dated ‘October 2020’ and 

the changes are summarised below. 

• Anti-Money Laundering October 2020 – significant changes have been made to this 

module to reflect the revised CCAB Guidance and current expectations of supervisory 

bodies, including ICAEW, ACCA and ICAS; 

• Audit Procedures March 2017 (10-20 Update) – limited changes have been made as 

explained below; 

• Practice Assurance March 2017 (10-20 Update) – there are no practical changes, but 

the module has been redated for consistency; and 

• Annual Compliance Review January 2018 (10-20 Update) – limited changes have 

been made to the Anti-Money Laundering documents. 

All amended documents within the Manual are dated ’10-20’ in the right-hand footer.  

Changes to the Anti-Money Laundering Procedures Module 

The following alterations have been made to reflect changes in the CCAB Guidance: 

• Client Due Diligence forms in chapter 2 now highlight the need to report errors on a 

new client’s PSC register to Companies House if this is not corrected on a timely basis 

(the Guidance defines this as 30 days); 

• Client Due Diligence forms have been bolstered to reflect additional guidance in 

respect of clients with transactions which are complex, unusually large or an unusual 

pattern and other ‘red flag’ indicators contained in the Guidance; 

• Senior management must now formally approve the firm acting for a client in an FATF 

higher risk jurisdiction in the same way as they must approve a PEP; 

• Senior management must consider the AML risk of any new activities undertaken by 

the practice, or when the practice provides services in a new manner, for existence via 

new technology. Clearly, during the pandemic the latter will apply to many firms and 
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therefore this should be documented as part of the annual compliance review and 

practice-wide risk assessment;  

• Additional guidance has been included in several areas, including in respect of BOOMs; 

data protection and the need to train agents and subcontractors. 

Please note that the CCAB Guidance is currently in draft, awaiting approval from HM 

Treasury. Once finalised HAT will review the guidance again and update the Manual as 

necessary. However, any further changes made are likely to be minor. 

Additional changes have been made to the Manual, based on user feedback, including: 

• The text document has been bolstered to provide additional guidance and pro-forma 

policies. However, it has also been emphasised that HAT cannot provide 

comprehensive procedures for firms to adopt to fulfil these policies. This is because 

procedures need to be integrated with other practice procedures, including those 

covering new clients. Therefore, it is vital that the Manual is cross-referenced to your 

practice-wide procedures manual (or equivalent) or the Manual is integrated into 

your own procedures manual. Supervisory bodies expect firm’s procedures in this 

area to be fully integrated into the day to day activities of the practice; and  

• The ‘simplified’ client due diligence form has been renamed ‘uncomplex’ to highlight 

that it is relevant where the client is clearly ‘normal’ risk as documented on the 

Practice-wide risk assessment as well as where the client meets the specific criteria 

for simplified due diligence. The form has also been expanded to require additional 

information about the nature of the client. Further guidance on this change is included 

in Chapter 2 of the Manual. 

We recommend the Manual is reviewed and the changes adopted into your practice-wide 

procedures as part of your next annual compliance review. However, firms expecting an 

imminent visit from their AML supervisor may wish to adopt these changes immediately. 

There is no requirement to complete the new Client Due Diligence forms for existing clients.  

Changes to the Audit Procedures Module 

The following alterations have been made to reflect the revision to the FRC Ethical Standard, 

Audit Regulations and user feedback: 

• The FRC Ethical Standard 2019 requires breaches of this Standard to be communicated 

on a biannual basis to ACCA / ICAEW / ICAS (or the FRC if the firm audits a PIE) ~ the 

text and the breaches schedule have been updated to reflect these; 

• There are more extensive references (in the text) to IES 7 / IES 8 to reflect amendments 

made to ICAEW / ICAS Audit Regulations; 

• Technical amendments to reflect that from 30 June 2017 period ends that 

requirements for Transparency Reports are now driven by the EU Audit Regulation 

and separately to reflect a legal change such that access to working papers from a 
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predecessor auditor is now driven by the ICAEW / ICAS Audit Regulations and the ACCA 

Global Practising Regulations rather than by legislation; and 

• Minor amendments, which are primarily clarification and to aid understanding, within 

the pro-forma Firm’s Procedures to comply with the FRC Ethical Standard 2019.  These 

are in respect of loan staff arrangements, prohibition of contingent fees, tightening of 

gifts and hospitality policies for entities that may become an audit client and the 

requirement for R.I.s to be notified of non-audit services before they are provided. 

Changes to the Annual Compliance Review Module 

• Changes have been made to the Practice-wide Risk Assessment, AML Annual 

Compliance Review and Report to Senior Management to reflect the changes 

described above.  

We are always pleased to receive feedback on our manuals.  If you have any comments on 

this Manual, then please email andrew@hatgroup.co.uk. 
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